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stantially reduced the damage to cars and lading, but
the damage records are not kept in a way that permits
of a segregation of the damages occurring in hump
yards. It is estimated that losses on this score have
been reduced two-thirds. \Vhen the installation of the
new type of "skate" machine is completed damages
from impact will be further reduced.
Damages resulting from personal injury to the car
riders and switch tenders was formerly a serious factor
in yard operation. During winter weather when the
cars and the ground were covered with snow or sleet
serious personal injuries were a common occurrence,
and the table shows that damages on this account averaged $2.263 per month for the year ending March 31
1924. Accidents of this nature were practically eliminated by the installation of the car retarders and
automatIc skate macbines.
In addition to the increased capacity and safer oper1
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ation resulting from the use of the car retarders a better class of men can be employed. The night hump
car rider's job is the most haazrdous and least desirable position about the yards and consequently th
one on which new men break in. Obviously the difficulty of getting men of desirable qualifications to
enter railroad service at freight car yards is directly
proportional to the unattractiveness of this work.
The idea of installing some sort of a braking device
at freight classification hump yards to obviate the
necessity of employing car riders is not new but It IS
believed that the development at Gibson is the first
practIcal and successful application of the id"'a. The
entire equipment including car retarder units, tl)wer
control equipment and skate-throwing machines 15
covered by patents held by George Hannauer, Vicfcpresident, and E. M. Wilcox, master car builder of fhe
Indiana Harbor Belt.

Signals and the Saving of Fuel ~
Cost of Operation Will Be Reduced and Coal Conserved by Eliminating One Train Stop or One Delay Per Trip
By B. J. Schwendt
Superintendent of Signals, New York Central Lines, Columbus, Ohio

NE year ago at the meeting of this association,
R. H. Aishton, president of the A. R. A., established a reputation for "one pound of coal." He
suggested that each 1,000 gross ton miles of freight service could be done with one less pound of coal. Such
saving aggregated a .potential value of $3,165,000 in a
year's time. The year has elapsed and you have saved
over $29,000,000. Mr. Aishton also cautioned againsrt:
any ideas for fuel saving which might involve large
capital expenditures. However, this reservation must
give way in the natural march of events if we are to
continue to progress and save not only fuel but labor
and all that goes with it.
The almost untouched capital advantages of signals
and interlocking in the saving of time in train operation
is yet to be considered. In such time saving we auto-.
matically save fuel and labor along with many other
items, the total money value of which is great enough
to not only justify the installation (capital) required
but to pay a worth while return on the funds so spent.
Some of the Things Which Make It Possible
In the history of American railroads as a whole the
least advancement has been made in the matter of directing train movements. On single track lines and against
the current on multiple track lines the trains are generally directed by the written train order system. About
four-fifths of the mileage of roads in the United States
is single track. ~y the law of averages, if by nothing
else, this advancement and improvement is more than
overdue. To safeguard the written train order system,
which in itself causes many delays, many roads have
superimposed the manual or automatic block signal system. On single track the manual block in particular
adds to the complication, delay and expense. One of
these block systems, perhaps the automatic, depending
upon the nature of the traffic, if properly applied would
serve the purpose better.

O

...Abstract of paper presented before th~ International Fuel Association,
Chicago, May 26, 1925.
.
tPaper presented before Signal section of A. R. A., March. 1925.

The proposition is well expressed in the language of
Stanton Ennes, formerly general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio Lines East, who said:t
"Running trains by signal indication instead of train
orders, substituting signal indication for the train order,
presents the biggest opportunity for reducing costs offered the railroads in years. Few people other than
those who have had actual experience in moving trains
understand or appreciate the intricacy of tntin rights
and the details of advancing by train order,
"Furthermore, and this does not appear in any record,
only the train dispatcher knows how often he lets trains
lay at sidings because by the time he could get out the
order the train could not clear some superior train at
the next siding, when again if it could move without
this delay he could advance it at least one siding often
making several hours difference in reaching the distant
terminal.
"Neither do any appreciate that these delays are progressive and that the ratio multiplies faster than the traffic. On light lines the necessity for train orders and
the number of orders per train are negligible, but as the
number of trains increases, the necessity for train orders
increases and at an even greater rate, and so rapidly
that in many places double track has been imposed long
before the volume of traffic justified the expense."
When it is considered that the boiled down result of
the written train order system means approximately one
of three things to train movement, that is, Stop, Proceed
or Head-in, and this may be said so easily and safely
with signals at the location and time at which action is
desired, it is rather singular that the progress of "saying it with signals" is so slow. All the necessary facilities and signals to accomplish the desired result are now
in use on railroads and they involve no new or unexplored principles. Many roads are now beginning to
avail themselves of the great advantages of signals without written train orders, but the great majority has yet
to take hold and develop the thought and the action.
In 1923 we made some road tests with regular pas-
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senger trains. With the assistance of the traveling fireman we determined that the average of five tests in the
stopping of a five car passenger train (about 300 tons
trailing load) required an average of 14 scoops of coal
more when making the stop and immediately starting
than when running through and not making the stop.
The highest speeds involved were 45 miles an hour;
with heavier trains or higher speeds, pecessarily more
fuel would be used. At 20 lb. of fuel per scoop and
at $3 per ton for fuel on the tender, the fuel cost alone
was 280 lb., or 42 cents per stop. One such stop saved
per passenger run of 125 miles, approximately a division, would (based on 1924 figures for the U. S.) be
in proportion to and at the same rate as 4 lb. of fuel
saved for each 1,000 gross ton miles of freight service.
Here are 4 lb. instea,d of 1, our present goal. Many
such stops can be avoided by proper signaling.
According to a report of the Signal section of the
A. R. A., the cost of making a stop with a freight train
of 1,610 gross tons weight, involving a loss of about 15
min., would be about $6.25. This is made up of: Locomotive repairs and enginehouse expense, wages of enginemen and trainmen, fuel and other supplies, and car repairs. The fuel item alone is about 72 cents, which at
$3 per ton on the tender means 480 lb. of coal. Based
upon the average freight train in 1924 for the United
States one stop such as this saved per run over the
division would save over two and one-half pounds of
coal per 1,000 gross ton miles. Here are two and onehalf pounds instead of one. From the same report the
money value placed upon the train delay hour reclaimed
is about $25.
There are many cases on record where automatic block
signals alone, without the assistance of other desirable
facilities, have increased the average speed of freight
trains (not maximum speed) upwards of two miles per
hour by cutting out only the delays. If such an increase
is applied .to all of the freight trains on Class I roads
(average speed during 1924 about 11 miles per hour)
it would mean an increase of about 20 per cent which
in car supply alone would be the equivalent of 500,000
additional cars. There are many other advantages in
additon to the foregoing upon which no money value is
being placed by the Signal section in setting up its $25
figure. I suggest you read the report to get the viewpoint.
Other Fuel Savers
How about the handling of passing track switches by
machinery and signals instead of by train crews? This
will save about two train stops for each train through
such passing track. Two such stops saved in a freight
train trip of 125 miles, approximately a division, means
a saving, based upon the average United States freight
train of 1924, of five more pounds of coal per 1,000
gross ton miles. Such installations will pay large dividends and if switch tenders are replaced the dividends
will be still larger.
Another item is the arrangement of signals at points
where switching is involved. In many places conditions
have outgrown themselves. A signal in the right place
or the additional of a signal would save a yard engine
many hours of useful time (fuel included). The time
and fuel saved for other useful work would pay handsome returns on the cost of changing or supplying the
signal. There are other similar cases along the main
track where a better location might be selected so that
trains required to stop by a stop signal can start without
difficulty, thereby again saving time and fuel.
There is also the question of requiring the observation of the flag rule in automatic block signal territory
just the same as though no automatic block signals were
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there. The signals fail the wrong way about one time
in upwards of 2,000,000 operations. How often does
the flagman fail? A number of roads have already eliminated the unnecessary duplication which kept trains waiting while the flagman returned from a distance. They
are saving time, effort and fuel.
It is not always necessary that trains stop at an automatic block signal in the stop position, but it is a matter
of discipline to insure low speed through the stop block.
Some roads are breaking away from this pral=tiee by
using what is called the l'tonnage signal" which pe~rmits
tonnage trains to pass the stop signal, without stopping,
at a prescribed low speed.
If an interlocking plant is at a crossing or junction,
the connecting line may be at fault for indulging in
practices which uniI}tentionally ~ause delays to the other
roads' trains. I have in mind a case where a connecting line has a water penstock less than a freight train
length outside interlocking limits:. When ,one of its trains
stops to take water it blocks all·three other roads in the
plant.
'. .
Important Changes That Would Save Fuel
A consideration of the cost of train stops might change
the policy of taking certain plants out of service for
repairs. A plant out of service for 30 days involving
stopping 50 trains a day at $5 each means a loss of
about $7,500, approximately 15 per cent of which is fuel.
Do all understand the necessity of prompt and exact
action in furnishing labor and material to' prevent such
losses? A substitution in material by the uninformed
trying to save a few dollars may result in just such a
loss. It may be cheaper to build a new tower than to
put up with the increased loss of time caused by an old
plant being out of service incident to repairs.
How many interlocking signal stations have you where
the operator cannot know at all times just when a train
is going to arrive? The signals being normal st-op, he
cannot clear them prematurely without chancing delay
to the other road. A telephone or other means of information would insure that there would be no excuse for
unnecessary train stops at such plants.
How many interferences do you have between trains
or switching movements in your yards and engine terminals where it may take three or four engines in the
course of a day to do the work, yet during part of the
day only one can work? This is usually caused by an
ineffective track layout, or perhaps a routing of superior
trains which requires them to pass through this yard
or terminal. I have in mind a recent analysis whereby
relatively small changes in track layout and signals indicated a saving of 3,000 yard engine hours, 272 freight
train hours and 272 yard cut hours per year, and the
elimination of three switch tenders. This amounted to
upwards of a 50 per cent net return on the cost of making the change. This may not always involve signals but
surely will always involve fuel saving.
Then there is the question of dispatching freight trains
from the yard out of their turn. Each operating division
is equal to a certain combination of train movements at
certain times. If this combination is broken or forced
by starting a train when it cannot get through, some
train, or maybe several, must wait. This again loses
time and fuel. Some roads have made remarkable progress in analyzing road capacity and setting up "pegged
schedules. "
How many places do you have where under your
rules with a two-position manual block signal it is necessary to slow up the train to hand on a caution card to
indicate "Caution Block." Why not change the signal to
a three-position signal which would avoid writing or
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handing on a caution card or slowing up the train, thus
saving fuel and time by "saying it with the signal."
Usually the cost of changing frDm two to three positions
on manual block signals is insignificant.
How many non-interlocked crossings or j unctions have
you where under the law trains are required to make
the safety stop and which stop if avoided by installing
proper interlocking or safety device would save upwards
of 480 lb. of coal per stop, representing about 15 per
cent of the cost of stopping. The annual cost of making
these stops is usually great enough to pay all carrying
costs of the signals or interlocking plants necessary to
avoid the stops and in addition pay a handsome return
on the money so spent. I know of cases where the net
return on the investment would be over 100 per cent.
There are many improvements in cars, locomotives and
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track facilities too numerous to mention, yet in general
we have the same old. system of directing train movements by written train orders dating back almost to the
time the telegraph was invented. Permit me to suggest
that since the proverbial "one pound of coal" saved has
already been more than accomplished that we set a goal
of "one train stop or one delay eliminated per trip,"
continuing this progressively until facilities are installed
which will eliminate the last unnecessary train stop or
delay. Get rid of these "train crevv operated" passing
track switches and substitute machines. Get rid of these
unnecessary written train orders, substituting the fixed
signals, as many roads have now started doing. Give all
of enormous capital investment already made a full opportunity to function by putting in the "keystone"signals.

Private Conference Wire Feature of
Railway Sell1i-Autolllatic Telephone
TC\\' and un'que tdephune 1 stallatio that serves
t~le gene.ral offi~e-- 01 the ~11s~olUi.Pacific and the
St. LoUIS term mal, put mto service last :March,
embodies. as one of its component parts. a separate and
dlstmct circuit lor use of 25 of the higher oftlcers, exclu,,:\,('h', and which '11aV bE. u~ed for cunference pur~oses,
vithout ;nterrupt' on b. l"Ilanual operat..r;; or ;r011' the
automatic S) stem V\ hic'1 .-erves ,,'I of the g<.:neral offices
and .5t Lou:s terminals.
Telephone e.·pens are familiar with the method of
operation of the "semi-automatic private branch exchange" as it now functions in many places throughout
the country and which is becoming more anc! mort gL:nnalh used for i'1ter-( e'}artment com ersation in larger
()ffic~" Ho\H.\ cr. in order that <;0111e readers may bnter
understand the mdhod 1)+ operation of the speciai cirnllt
telephones u~('u by the Missouri Pacific officers, it is
necessary to explain the method of operation of the 50called semi-automatic telephone svstem. \\Then the receiver is taken from the telephone what is called a dial
tone is heard which indicates that the line is ready to
recelve the numbe'- '\ ou a"e call1llg'. \\'hc n the party
callin'Y starts dialin~' the num')er ~Iesirel: thi:; tone 1:'
clear~~1 anc when the party called an~ \-ers, the lint' IS
free from any interfering noise.
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Explanation of Semi-Automatic System
Tnter-departmental semi-automatic telephone systems
u~ualJv work on three number--. \\'hen the receiver is
picker; up anrl dial tone hea'-d, it indicates that the
.. witdes in the equip-ntllt roon are narly '0 operate
'rom the pu::e" smt out ;y tht dial. \\ hen the first
number on the dial is operate(' the connc.;ction is ''lade
\nth the first selector ::-witch. \\ hich correspond. on a
manual switchhoard to the operator plugging in on the
line and inquiring, "Number. please." The selector
<;witches respond automatically to the first turn of the
dial and select the partic,J1ar gronp 111 \\'hich t~e num' e,
called appears.
If the number bein" calle<l i~ :42. the fixst turn of
the dial connects with l line sw'tch hat automath:ally
connects with the 500 group and connect::. the calling line
thrOlwh to a connector. The connector switch begins
its w~rk at the first turn of the dial and the:;e switches
might, "ery properly. be. called silent or m.echanical operator:;. Thev respond t(l the seconrl and th.rd turns of the
dial and hunt out the l'llll'ber ~eiD[. called from a group

of O'le Inn <Ired num'L r'. These l\anJ . ,1" df><; g"1 c '.--d
as 200, 300, 400 OJ 500 groups, each cUJ1,a'J1in~g- IOU
numbers.
Tn much the same l11anner tInt
tel phOllt 0 lerate r
\\ould trY a line to 'Ice if it \ re btb) tt'hlc
1
5\\'l t che:, te:t t 11e line bt.ing called anl1 .f it IS b I .
back to ht: part} doing the calling a btl or &1 <;)
which te']" the caller to place the I' c 1\ r L 1"
11 tn
hoo'
If the number ca1led is ,10t busy the thml t.If.
of the dial completes the connect on ··tutomah all;. dn(
immediately nngs the bell at the station called. When
the conversation is completed and the recclve.r pi ccd
back on thei r respecti \; e hooh, ,]' 0' tll( .. v\; itche that
have been \\orking automatically drop q('" mto J1( rmd
pO<;Jtion anc' beth lint<; ;:re ready for t e rext call, en
iI'g" or rerei\ ing call, from eith r ,-,nd of he iii E. 'T't.
process of making- a call on the semi-aut mnt;c yS em
which has taken a great many words to tell ?bout, requires but a few seconds in actual operation. Brittl),
it all transpires betl\ cen the tJme the recpi vcr h tqke.n
from the bool", tht. dial g"l\en t'11'ee turps a-l1 1<1<: ealler
hear: the noise thu' indicat ~ the bell is ins-in Y
t e
station called. ~ "of'11ally seven :t>conrl" re req.Iind
r
the (cJluplete operatIOn
Calls to the city ('xchanse are l1l<J.cle flOm < 1Y rv s un
Pacific "t'ttion by dialing "9' and gi\ ing the lHl nber LI'
rectI), to the city exch,lllge operator. or the railroad',
operator may be ca1led by c11<tlnlg' "f)" a11< I :,pec i I (:111s
,11 the a"1r"11atic sy tf rn are providpcI, for <;ec'l' ~
he
}'b~soU1-i Pacihc's 0\ I. lon~ I'stane lim?". a a h
'nr t!-je. c,'.\' excr'<'1"e 10 go ~h."taJl(.e ]'ne~ c tt (p
etc
\\ ith this lxplar atlOn of the opentlo 1 o' 1 c
1U :lutomatic system, details of the so-called "600 (rl () Ip , or
officer's can f erence phones ma) be morc rc:aclill 'melt!stooel. The conference line telephont clrcu't IS. I
~clht\·
a part of :he whcle system except P<' the ntlm~E 111
th:l t group' re all in the 000 b.l!11- lIlLl on' 2S
tp n '"
are cnnneded in t1 Eo gTIIUp. Thp 25 hlg-h offic r ~O Jl('cteel on his group of t~ lephonc.;s ha \; . 'ISU 111y a.q
extra telf~phone on their o\\n lesks WIt 1 flO ('onnectio'1
to their outer office". The circuit is ,0 com,c"ted tha·
the} may call any number in the entire system, long diS
tance or city exchangE, fr0111 their 600 p~()'1" C rife enee line. 'G 1 is rt5erved e_ c· ls:vclv for th u<;e c
L 'IV, Bellc!\\ in, pn sider! ar d Cl'nfuf~ce 1111(' 0 2. n
r

